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Tip: After locking,
remove any
remaining water
from the drinking
well. On arrival, turn
the Cap to the dog
symbol.

Align the Cap arrow with
the padlock symbol. This
locks the water supply
within the walls of
and
prevents the flow of
water into the drinking
well.
TM

(fig. 6)
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Torus
Benefits

Large 2 Litre Water Capacity
Low, Stable Profile
Water Fill, Flow and
Lock Options
Fresh Filtered Water
Made From Food Grade
Materials
Reduces Water Spillage
Non-Slip Rubber Foot Pads
Ergonomic Shape Provides
Easy Handling

To release a flow of water
into the drinking well,
align the Cap arrow with
the dog symbol.

Stored Water Protection
Convenient Water Portability
(fig. 5)

Why
Torus ?

Dogs need plenty of fresh, clean water
every day to remain healthy. As dog
carers, it is our responsibility to ensure
their needs are met.
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Conventional water bowls often
contain only a limited amount of
water which can be reduced further by
evaporation or spills. These problems
decrease the water available and can
lead to your dog being denied its daily
drinking needs.

Replace the Cap by
aligning the arrow with
the tap symbol and
inserting the Cap back
into
.
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(fig. 4)

Torus
(Latin for “hollow circular
ring”) is the solution. Two litres of water
stored inside the walls ensures an ample
supply of water, protected from dust and
contaminants. The low bowl profile also
means no spills.
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Hold
horizontally and fill the
reservoir with water
through the opening.
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Tip: Or you can fill
TM

on
the ground using
a jug.

Torus
is a “go-anywhere” bowl. The
valve position, when locked, secures stored
water inside the walls so you can take the
filled T orus
with you wherever you
go.
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(fig. 3)

- less stress, less mess

How
does
Torus
work?

The
design is comprised of
a water storage area and a drinking well.
The bulk of your dog’s water is stored
and protected inside the hollow walls
of
. Each time your dog takes
a drink, replacement water automatically
flows from the storage area into the
drinking well.
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Tip: Replacing the
filter monthly is
recommended.

Activated carbon in the replaceable filter
reduces flavours and trace elements
commonly present in municipal water
supplies.
Use a TORUS
replacable filter to ensure
your pet’s water supply
always remains fresh.
Take a fresh filter and
hold it for 10 seconds
under a running tap to
remove possible carbon
fragments. Drop the
replacement filter into
place as shown.
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is exceptionally stable.
Low profile geometry and soft rubber
feet help prevent accidental spills by
boisterous dogs or passers-by.
TM

The water level in the drinking well
is always high enough to allow easy
drinking but low enough to minimise
water spills and splashes.

(fig. 2)

How to use your
Torus

Align the Cap arrow
with the tap symbol and
lift the Cap straight up to
remove it.

(fig. 1)
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Stored water is
contained inside the
walls.
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Fresh water is drawn
from the walls through
a carbon filter.
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The filtered water flows
out into the drinking
well where it is kept at
an optimum level.

TM

is a very
clever combination of
simple, contemporary
design elements and
colour combinations that
complement any home
environment.

Colour
Options

What is
Heyrex ?

TM

When buying a water bowl,
always ask for
.
TM

Blue

Green

Charcoal

Red

Patented Heyrex™ products are the
foundation for our long term vision to
provide premium pet care solutions and
exclusive benefits.
With support from leading veterinary
and University authorities around the
globe, the name Heyrex™ has become
synonymous with personalised pet care
for discerning pets.

